
MORNINGTON YACHT CLUB 
 

Notice to Competitors 
 

AMENDMENT No 4 
 

These amendments revise the penalty for failing to Sign On or Sign Off 
 

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS 2018 - 2019 
 

The following amendments to the Sailing Instructions are hereby promulgated:  
 

Clause 1.3 Safety Regulations 
 

Sub-clause 1.3.6(a) 
 

Delete the sentence: Boats failing to Sign On shall be scored DNC without a hearing. 
 

Add a new sentence: A boat that Finishes and failed to Sign On shall be scored her 
place plus three points without a hearing, but shall not score more than the score of the 
last boat that Finishes. 
 
Sub-clause 1.3.6(b) 
 

Delete the sentence: Boats failing to Sign Off shall be scored DNF without a hearing. 
 

Add a new sentence: A boat that Finishes and failed to Sign Off shall be scored her 
place plus three points without a hearing, but shall not score more than the score of the 
last boat that Finishes. 
 
Sub-clause 1.3.6(c) SIGN ON 
 

Delete the sentence: Boats failing to Sign On shall be scored DNC without a hearing. 
 

Add a new sentence: A boat that Finishes and failed to Sign On shall be scored her 
place plus three points without a hearing, but shall not score more than the score of the 
last boat that Finishes. 

 
Sub-clause 1.3.6(c) SIGN OFF 
 

Delete the sentence: Boats failing to Sign Off shall be scored DNF without a hearing. 
 

Add a new sentence: A boat that Finishes and failed to Sign Off shall be scored her 
place plus three points without a hearing, but shall not score more than the score of the 
last boat that Finishes. 

 
Sub-clause 1.3.6(d) 
 

Delete the sentence: A boat that sails the course in accordance with RRS 28 and has 
not signed on for her first race of the day shall only be scored DNC for that race without 
a hearing. 
 

Add a new sentence: A boat that sails the course in accordance with RRS 28 and has 
not signed on for her first race of the day shall be scored her place plus three points 
without a hearing, but shall not score more than the score of the last boat that Finishes 
that race. 
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